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Evaluating Difficult Formulas
Formulas in Excel offer vast possibilities

with a cell-fill color, font color, or

Formula tool to watch the formula be

to do powerful calculations. When you

cell style.

calculated step by step. Select the cell
that contains the formula. From the For-

receive a worksheet from another per-

Seeing All Formulas
at One Time

mulas ribbon, choose Evaluate Formula

out exactly where the formulas are and
what the formulas are supposed to be

Figure 1 shows a sales forecast submit-

The portion of the formula that’s under-

doing. The tips here will help you to

ted by the VP of sales. There’s a math

lined is the portion that will be calculat-

locate, study, and document formulas

error somewhere, but unless you grab a

ed next. Click the Evaluate button to

that you might encounter.

calculator, it might be hard to spot.

calculate just that portion of the for-

Highlighting Cells that
Contain Formulas

In this mode, any formula results will be

The first step is to make the formulas

mode allows you to see all of the formu-

dialog offers a Step In button. If the next

easy to spot. Highlighting all of the for-

las at once. In Figure 2, you can see that

portion of the formula to be evaluated is

mula cells in another color allows you to

the forecast met the $1.2 million target

a cell reference, such as A2, you can

start investigating formulas. Follow these

by adding a plug number to the formula

click Step In to begin evaluating the for-

steps.

in cell E8 without the increase being allo-

mula in A2.

1. Select a blank cell in the worksheet.

cated back to the regions. You can tog-

2. Press Ctrl+A to select all cells in the

gle in and out of Show Formulas mode

son, however, it‘s often difficult to figure

Excel offers a Show Formulas mode.
replaced by the actual formula. This

mula. Figure 3 shows a tricky formula
after five calculation steps.
In addition to the Evaluate button, the

using Ctrl+` (the grave accent key). On

Documenting
a Formula

keyboards in the U.S., this key is usually

There is a peculiar function left over

paired with the tilde and is located

from Lotus 1-2-3 called the N() function.

below the Esc key. In Excel 2007/2010,

The N() of any number is the number;

bottom-left of the Go To dialog.

you also can toggle back and forth by

i.e., =N(4) will give you a result of 4. The

5. In the Go To Special dialog, click

using the Show Formulas icon on the

N() of any text is 0, which enables you

Formulas ribbon.

to add a text description to the end of

worksheet.
3. Press Ctrl+G to display the Go To
dialog.
4. Click the Special button in the

Formulas and OK. All of the formulas
are selected.

any formula without changing the for-

Decoding a Formula

mula result. Thus, adding +N(“Formula

ribbon, choose how you want to

When you encounter a particularly diffi-

explanation here”) to any formula helps

highlight the formulas—whether

cult formula, you can use the Evaluate

you provide notes for other users (and

6. From the dropdowns on the Home
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to display the Evaluate Formula dialog.
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lengthy explanation is added to the for-

Using the Formula
Auditing Arrows

even the most perplexing formulas in

mula in cell E2. The explanation is only

For a visual map of which cells flow into

worksheets that you receive from

visible in the formula bar and will never

a formula, select the cell containing the

others. SF

be printed. Unlike cell comments, there

formula and choose Formulas, Trace

won’t be the red triangle or the tip box

Precedents. Blue lines will point to all of

popping up when someone hovers over

the cells that are referenced by the for-

edition of Learn Excel 2007-2010 From

the cell. Only someone who is studying

mula (see Figure 5). Use the Remove

MrExcel. Send questions for future

the formulas will ever see the comment.

Arrows button to remove the arrows.

articles to IMA@MrExcel.com.

reminders for yourself). In Figure 4, a

These tips will help you figure out
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